Abstract. Assignment Problem is a key issue in optimization problem since it has large application. A lot of researchers have focused on this issue and at the same time many related problems are considered, such as traffic problems and transport problems etc. In paper, the authors considered the assignment Problem using the Maximum Element Algorithm. It has the facial application background since each manager wants to obtain the more revenue. And in the same paper they proposed that if the data is uncertain, how to solve the problem. It is fitful to the facial problems of transportation problem. We want to use the maximum element algorithm to find the scheme of the uncertain data. Since it is uncertain data we have to obtain the upper bound and lower bound. Finally we find that the Maximum Element Algorithm is a useful method to solve some optimization problems.
Introduction
Robot World Cup [1] [2] is a form of football, through the competition to test new technologies in order to promote artificial intelligence, robotics and development projects of related areas; meanwhile, it also provides a broad platform to the robot hardware, software technology research. Robot soccer game is put forward in recent years of multi-agent system development platform, and it is a typical multi-agent robotic System. Soccer robot design has become the artificial intelligence and robotics research in the one of the hotspots field [3] .
Transport problem is an important branch in assignment problem. There are lots of experts considered the related problems. The great part of papers are considered the minimum cost of transport problems in literatures [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . It meets the real meaning of practical problems, where the cost of transportation is considered.
The tradition transportation problem is considered there are m suppliers A1, A2, ┅,Am and the corresponding products are a1, a2, ┅,am, at the same time there are n dealers B1, B2, ┅, Bn and the corresponding demands are b1, b2, ┅, bn. Let cij be the cost of transportation from Ai to Bj and rij be the income of the transportation from Ai to Bj, where we know that different areas have different income even for the same product. We can show that relation by the following list (see the table 1). The problem is how to assign the transportation x ij meet the sum demand of dealers and attain the maximum benefit? We can modify the problem by the linear program: 
Maximum Element Algorithm
Definition 2.1 We call transportation series such as the path , , , ,
then we call the vertex is isolated vertex in the vertex set.
For the model (2) we want to find the maximum benefit from the transportation problem. Therefore we should assign the maximal transportation flow on the maximal d ij . Hence we find Doing the Algorithm limited times we can get the following cases: Case 1 if there is only one position retained, then we choose the fit transportation since the real products are equal to the total requirements; Case 2 if there is one column or line retained, then we use the remaining transportation to fix the x ij . We could not delete the column or the line. We can also consider that both product and demand are uncertain. It is more complex than the former models. We can use the algorithm to find some useful bound. We may consider the demand and product are random, which we know the distribution's function. We can consider mathematical expectation of the supplied products and demand. By using the algorithm, we can solve the expectation of the optimal solution and objective value' upper bound and lower bound.
Some related models
Example 1 Assume that there is a transportation problem, where (
We use " ╳" to mean that the according x ij has no transportation and "()" mean the value of d ij , etc.
The optimal solution is 2,1
And the optimal objective function' value is 16. Example 2 Under the same condition of example 1, we change the products. If the sum of product is more than the sum of demand, then we can change the model (2). Then we add an new dealer and the demand is 
